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An Inspector Calls

Key Extracts Booklet

Re-read the key extracts from all three acts and
complete the questions and activities below to
analyse them. You should also highlight key

quotations to learn from these sections of the play.
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Act 1

Mr Birling shares his advice and experience, showing his arrogance.

What does Birling reveal about himself by talking about war and the Titanic?

What is your first impression of Mr Birling here?
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Act 1

Mr Birling explains how he feels people shouldn’t look after others in society
and is interrupted by the inspector’s call.

Who does Mr Birling think people should ‘look after’?

What problems could this view cause in society?
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Act 1

Gerald and Eric joke about the inspector coming due to something Eric has
done, which makes Eric nervous.

Act 1

The inspector is described in the stage directions.

In your own words, summarise the impression we get of the inspector before
he has spoken.

Why are both Gerald and Birling able to joke about this?

What does Eric’s response make an audience feel?
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Act 1

Birling, again, claims he is not responsible for others but seems to become
uncomfortable explaining this to the inspector.

What does the inspector mean by ‘a chain of events’?

How do we see that Eric agrees with his father’s views here?

Why doesn’t Birling want Eric to ‘go into all that’?
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Act 1

Birling and Eric disagree over whether Eva Smith had to be sacked.

How is Eric disagreeing with his father here?

What does the inspector mean by ‘it’s better to ask for the earth than to take
it’?
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Act 1

The inspector explains what happened to Eva after she was sacked by Birling.
Sheila shows sympathy for her.

How is sympathy created for Eva Smith here?

What does the inspector suggest about factory owners such as Birling by
saying that women like Eva are seen as ‘cheap labour’?
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Act 1

Sheila explains how she used her status to demand Eva be sacked from
Milwards because she was jealous of her.

What do the stage directions tell us about how Sheila is feeling here?

What does Sheila’s last comment to Gerald lead the audience to expect?
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Act 2

Sheila insists on staying to hear about Gerald’s affair with Daisy Renton, which
we now know was the name Eva Smith assumed.

What does the inspector suggest here about how Gerald views women?

Why does Sheila want to stay, even though she suspects what she is to hear?
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Act 2

Mrs Birling shows her arrogance towards the lower classes and Sheila realises
she is setting a trap for herself, as she did.

What does Mrs Birling seem to feel about ‘girls of that class’?

Why is Sheila trying to stop her mother from talking?
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going to say is that I protest against the way

Act 2

Gerald tells of how he set up Daisy in rooms owned by a friend after ‘rescuing’
her from the drunken advances of a womaniser at a bar known for ‘women of
the town’ (prostitutes).

Why does Birling not want Sheila in the room?

What does Sheila suggest Gerald got out of the relationship when he didn’t
love Daisy?
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Act 2

The inspector explains what Daisy did after Gerald ended their affair.

Why do you think Daisy didn’t want to take more money from Gerald?

Why did Daisy feel like she would never have anything as good as this life
again?
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Act 2

The inspector accuses Mrs Birling of lying about not recognising Eva’s
photograph and Sheila shows she realises they were all responsible.

What does the inspector mean by ‘public men…have responsibilities as well as
privileges’?

How is Sheila starting to change now?
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Act 2

Mrs Birling explains why she used her influence to prevent the organisation
from helping Eva Smith.

Why does Mrs Birling evade the questions by answering ‘possibly’ and then
refusing to say why Eva asked for help?

How does Mrs Birling come across in the final lines of this extract?
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Act 2

Mrs Birling explains why she feels no guilt and that she thinks only the father
of Eva’s child can be held responsible.

What is Mr Birling concerned about here?

What is ironic about who Mrs Birling says should bear responsibility?
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Act 3

Eric explains how he met Eva at the Palace music hall and went home with her.

Why does Eric suggest Eva had gone to the Palace?

What impression do we get of Eric here? Does it change how you feel about
him?
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Act 3

Eric explains that he stole money after Eva told him she was pregnant.

Why do you think Eva didn’t want to try and get another job?

Why doesn’t Eric consider taking the money to be stealing?
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Act 3

Birling tries to act to cover up Eric’s theft and the inspector discovers why Eva
ended things with Eric.

Why does Birling want to ‘cover this up’ and what does that show about what
matters to him the most here?

What does Eva’s refusing the stolen money tell is about her as a person?
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Act 3

The inspector gives his final assessment of the case and leaves.
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Using the extract on the previous page:

Highlight quotations which create drama here.

Who does the inspector seem to think is most to blame here?

In your own words, summarise what the inspector means in his final lines,
when he talks about how ‘we don’t live alone’.
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Act 3

Sheila tries to argue that recognising their responsibility is the important thing,
whilst the Birlings begin to think the inspector was not genuine.

Act 3

They learn for certain that Goole is not a real inspector.

Why doesn’t Sheila care that the inspector may have been a fake?

Why is Sheila speaking ‘bitterly’ here? What does she mean?
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Act 3

Eric and Sheila continue to argue that their responsibility has not changed
while Birling argues that all of this being private means it does not matter.

What are Eric and Sheila so angry about here?

Why does Birling think that a ‘public scandal’ would have been bad but what
has happened in private it not a problem?
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Act 3

The final scene: The Birlings and Gerald treat what has happened as a joke
while Eric and Sheila are upset. The final phone call brings the play full circle.

Who has changed in the play and why?

Who has not changed and why not?


